Experimental and theoretical study of the in- fiber twist sensor based on quasi-fan Solc structure filter.
In this paper, a novel quasi-fan Solc structure filter based on elliptical-core spun fiber for twist sensing has been experimentally investigated and theoretically analyzed. The discrete model of spun fiber has been built to analyze the transmission characteristics of proposed sensor. Both experimental and simulated results indicate that the extinction ratio of the comb spectrum based on quasi-fan Solc birefringent fiber filter varies with twist angle and agrees well with each other. Based on the intensity modulation, the proposed twist sensor exhibits a high sensitivity of 0.02219 dB/(°/m). Moreover, thanks to the invariability of the fiber birefringence and the state of polarization of the input light, the proposed twist sensor has a very low temperature and strain sensitivity, which can avoid the cross-sensitivity problem existing in most twist sensors.